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Greetings!
I am thrilled to announce Global Queer Asias, a new book series from University of Michigan Press,
edited by Howard Chiang and myself.
Please help us spread the word and, if you're doing work in this area, please consider our series for
your next book.
—
About the Series:
The Global Queer Asias series provides an interdisciplinary platform for conceptual, archival, and
ethnographic research that pushes academic discussions of Asia in new directions. The series
publishes groundbreaking books from both established academics and rising scholars with innovative
rubrics, frameworks, and agendas. Works in this series should engage with inclusively defined
“queer” issues, that is, the social and cultural dynamics of gender and sexual diversity. Though
situated in geographic sites typically associated with the label “Asia,” this series pushes for
comparative and global perspectives and calls for rigorous attention to themes, approaches, and
social-cultural patterns that either emerge from cross-border movements or transcend regional and
national boundaries. Studies in which diaspora and migration experiences come to the fore are
especially welcome, as is research that brings critical race/ethnic theory, disability studies, and other
intersectional approaches to bear on inter-regional studies outside the modern West.
Series Editors:
Howard Chiang is Associate Professor of History at the University of California, Davis.
James Welker is a Professor in the Department of Cross-Cultural Studies at Kanagawa University.

For details, please refer to the press's announcement:
https://blog.press.umich.edu/2020/11/global-queer-asias/

Best wishes,
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